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The H-base style of Kwalu’s Spring Assist H-Base overbed tables assures security and stability. The table holds 50 pounds of evenly distributed weight and adjusts to a height of 45” from the floor. A rectangular top comes standard; however, three optional tops are offered and sold separately.

Model: OTSA1

Features

Durable Finish
Kwalu’s solid surface proprietary finish does not have any of the drawbacks of wood. The finish is moisture impervious, easy to clean and maintenance-free.

Different Top Shape
Rectangular top is standard; other top shapes, including Kidney, Peanut and Jelly Bean, are optional.

Spring Assist
A lever beneath the table manually triggers the spring assist mechanism.

Adjustable Height
The table adjusts to a height of 45” from the floor.

Casters
Four non-locking 2” casters are standard.

Weight Capacity
The table holds 50 lbs. of evenly distributed weight.
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